
Open the door to a brand new flair with any one of the styles

6 Design Styles



Interior Door ׀ TOP Classic Series 3 ׀ Panels

The style takes its inspiration from palaces 
across the European Continent and radiates 
luxury and grandeur. The style is a perfect 

match for those who wish to convey a 
mature and meticulous style. The colors of 

the style range from cream, beige to brown, 
with touches of gold and copper, and an 

occasional hint of black, purple and burgundy.





Entrance Door ׀ Oxford Model ׀ Stylish Aluminum Profile



Interior Door ׀ TOP Premium Series ׀ Concealed hinges and black handle

A style that flourishedin the 1930’s, 
characterized by simplicity and clean, straight 

lines. The style favors simple elements, 
preferring functionality over excessive 

decoration. Balance in design comes together 
between materials, shapes and proportions. 

The color scheme is monochromatic 
consisting of several shades of a single color 

or within the same color family.



Entrance Door ׀ Raz Model ׀ Color Finish with Bottom Window



Interior Door ׀ TOP Zero Series ׀ Cement-look Formica Skin
Door frames and coverings in matching color shade, flush with the wall

A style developed in the early 20th century when 
people moved into industrial spaces to live.  

The style combines vitality, a contemporary level of 
comfort and modern technologies, using industrial 

elements that give a more progressive look. 
The color scheme ranges between white to gray, 

with an occasional warm, eye-catching color 
such as red.





Entrance Door ׀ Noa Model ׀ Color Finish
Concealed hinges, door frame flush with the wall,elongated handle 

down to the floor creating an industrial look



Interior Door ׀ TOP Color Series ׀ Smooth Finish

This style is also known as Scandinavian, 
and as its name implies, originates from 
Scandinavian countries. Despite the cold 
where it hails from, it has become one of 

the hottest styles in warm climate countries 
as well. It is characterized by minimalism, 
functionality, clean lines, light shades and 
natural materials. This is a timeless style 

of design which will surely stay with us for 
many more years to come.





Entrance Door ׀ Décor Series ׀ Veneer Finish
Blue jeans shade with double panel design



Interior Door ׀ TOP Color Series ׀ Vintage-style Glass

A style that began back in the early 
19th century and characterized the 

fashion adopted by intellectuals and 
artists of the time. With its spirited and 
colorful character, the look is informal 
on one hand, while leaving a lasting 
impression at the same time. Owing 
to its free-spirited nature, it allows for 
a variety of interpretations and easily 

partners with anyone’s taste in design.





Entrance Door ׀ Gaya Model ׀ Grille in Gold Shade and Vintage-style Glass



Interior Door ׀ TOP Color Series ׀ ”Roma” Style Grooves

A style inspired by the old village houses 
of Tuscany and Provence. This unique 
style has a warm and inviting feeling to 
it and relies on various types of dark 

colored wood as its base. The style mainly 
incorporates natural materials and such is 
characterized by a connection to nature, 
granting an atmosphere of peace and 

tranquility to the space.



Entrance Door ׀ Firenze Model ׀ Insulated Glass with Grille
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